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The effectiveness of a new flu vaccine requiring two administrations 

spaced by two weeks was incorrectly evaluated using chi-square 

analysis: findings are compared between chi-square and UniODA.  

 

 

An example of chi-square analysis involved 

assessing the effectiveness of an anti-flu vaccine 

requiring the administration of two shots over a 

two-week period.
1
 A community-based trial 

produced the results shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Number of Shots and Flu Status 

 Number of Shots 

     Status           0   1  2 

     Flu               24   9        13 

     No Flu       289       100     565 

Flu status and number of shots were both 

treated as having been measured on categorical 

(unordered) scales, and their association was 

assessed via chi-square analysis
1
: χ

2
 (df = 2, N = 

1,000) = 17.4, p < 0.0001. The null hypothesis 

of no association is rejected, and it is concluded 

there is an association between number of shots 

and flu status. It is natural to wonder, exactly 

what is the association between number of shots 

and catching the flu?  Unfortunately, disentan-

gling this omnibus effect—specifying exactly 

what is the nature of the association—is impos-

sible in this example using chi-square: one of 

the three multiple comparisons (one versus two 

shots) has an associated minimum expectation 

of 3.48, invalidating the use of chi-square for 

this crucial comparison.
2
 

Perhaps the most important assumption 

violation is that the number of shots—zero, one, 

or (the required number) two—is a categorical 

scale, rather than an ordered scale. A violation 

of this first assumption underlying chi-square is 

commonly seen in the literature.
3-5

 

A nondirectional UniODA model was 

conducted to compare results with chi-square—

which is inherently two-tailed. The maximum-

accuracy model predicting flu outcome as a 

function of number of shots was identified via 

the following UniODA
3,4

 and MegaODA
6-8 

software syntax: 

   OPEN flu.dat; 

   OUTPUT flu.out; 

   VARS status shots; 

   CLASS status; 

   ATTRIBUTE shots; 

   MCARLO ITER 25000; 

   GO; 

The directional alternative hypothesis 

that more shots are more preventive of flu than 

fewer shots is specified by adding the following 
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syntax to the program above (presently the same 

model is identified, but this is not always true): 

   DIR < 0 1 2; 

The UniODA model was: if shots < 1 

then predict flu; otherwise predict no flu. This 

association is statistically significant (p < 

0.0001), and it reflects a moderate effect (ESS = 

31.0). Model predictive accuracy is summarized 

in the confusion table presented in Table 2. Note 

that the most accurate classifications across 

class category involved correct administration 

of the vaccine (with predicted status of no flu), 

but point predictions of no flu for individual 

observations were nevertheless very inaccurate, 

having a predictive value of 7.8%. 

Table 2: Confusion Table for UniODA Model 

        Actual  Predicted Status 

         Status  No Flu        Flu     Sensitivity 

         No Flu         33            13        71.7% 

               Flu       389          565        59.2% 

   Predictive   

          Value        7.8%       97.8% 

If the a priori hypothesis is that only two 

shots are preventive, the data would first be pre-

processed.
3
 For example, for the new attribute, 

two shots would be coded as a “1”, and zero 

shots or one shot as a “0”. Identical results 

would accrue if this was done presently. 
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